The MRO/Facilities COE is pleased to announce an extension of our contract with AllPhase/CED (CED); which includes additional and significant cost savings opportunities for all Campuses. This engagement will supplement the Granger agreement by providing an alternative source for lighting and wiring products.

CED is a full line electrical distributor, operating in California under the CED, All-Phase Electric Supply, and City Electric. They have more than 140 locations across the state and represent every major electrical manufacturer. Specific services they offer you include:

- Hosted catalogs
- E-Commerce transactions, including punch-out
- Experienced and dedicated local customer service teams
- Assistance with construction plans and takeoffs
- Onsite and factory product training
- 20 CED Management Trainees hired from the UC System

Cost Savings Opportunities & Benefits

- Cost savings will be offered on many of our top suppliers such as: WIREMOLD, HOFFMAN, LENOX, ADVANCE, PHILIPS, and TCP, POWERSTRUT, SQUARED, CROUSEHINDS, WIRE, DOTTIE, THOMASBETTS, HUBBELLWD, SYLVANIA and many more.

- A refresh of the market basket will result of 80% of purchased lighting and electrical products being a part of the market basket; this is up from 15%.

- Forecasted savings of 8% on products by negotiating net pricing with manufacturers;

E-commerce orders per campus

- 1% discount if 50% of order transactions are placed electronically.
- 2% discount if 80% of order transactions are placed electronically.

Tiered discounts

- If total System purchases during the first twelve (12) months of the contract exceed $7 million, CED/All-Phase will rebate an additional 1% of the total expenditures.

Sustainability

- CED/AllPhase will facilitate system wide recycling programs for lamps, ballast, exit signs, batteries and similar products.